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tion. But the chief advantage of this study 1 would seek in
its moral effect, that there may be awakened in the youth a
reverence for the world of mind which is stamped on the
monuments of ancient and modern times, and a desh-e to
ebtain possession of this wealth; that this desire may spring
up as a germ, to find in more mature years full satisfaction.

ARTICLE VI.
CAUSE AND EFFECT.
BY BBV. oJOIllf BAlCOM, PJlOPS880B Ilr WILLIAMS OOLLBG••

IT is not uncommon in philosophy to build structures on.
foundations whose eXistence is denied. His action, who,
mOWlted on a pyramid of boxes, requested his companion to
pluck away the first and pass it up, that he might by means
of it climb higher, though too coarse a joke for practical life,
is often realized with the more subtile, illusory supports of
metaphysics. The juggler, at the end of a surprising performance, shows his hands still tied as satisfactory proof that
he has had no part in it; yet remove him bodily and Ills tricks
are sure to go with him. Many a fine.spun philosophical
theory is indebted for .its very existence to faculties whose
function and office it is its chief business to dispro\'e. Bind
the mental powers beyond escape that have played an unobserved part in the construction of these hypotheses, and they
would lose all coherence and firmness, and pass from sight
like vapor.
The illustration of this class of theories which we have
more particularly in mind, is that which denies .the validity
of the notion of cause and effect; which regards it as merely
the unverified force assumed in explanation of the observed
fact of stated antecedents. Sequence is all that is seen, all
that is known, and any notion of a necessary link between
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the consequent and the antecedent, a dependence 01 the
one upon the other, is a mere notion arising in the mind as
8Ome~ing beyond what it knows-a fictitious solution which
it gives to phenomena in themselves naked and void of thQ
idea. This denial is most essential and central to idealism,
and leads to those other denials which so completely divorce
this philosophy from common expelience, sympathy, and
even comprehension. This school of metaphysicians emasculate knowledge at once hy this rejection of the primary
nexus of things. They may go on with Mill to construct a
logic of the inductive sciences; yet these sciences will owe
their entire interest and growth to the discarded idea of
cause and effect, to a belief in forces that may be known,
and whose action may be duly experienced. They may pr0ceed with Herbert Spencer to give first principles, to treat
psychology and biology, and still their language will be dripping full of the rejected notion of efficient forces. It is
mperflnous to give passages from writers of this class implying this idea of force, when their entire works, with the
exception of a few eccentric and guarded definitions, are filled
with them; when it is impossible for them to use current
or to invent and steadily employ a new speech excluding the
speech notion of causation.
We may define matter as "the permanent possibility of
certain phenomena,~' but we shall never handle it, use it,
scientifically investigate and discuss it, without regarding it
as in the exercise of forces which produce these phenomena,
without distinguishing between effects and their causes,
between sensations and that which occasions them. Take
from thought, these, its habitual forms of discrimination, and
how instantly would all its subject-matter fall together, collapse into chaos, the waters above and below the firmament
rushing again to each other's embrace, surging confusedly
and wildly, witll no lines or currents of forces, and, hence,
with no distinctions by which the mind could grasp and
understand the scene before it! We may define mind as "a
series of phenomena in consciousness," but the moment we
VOL. XXIV. No. N.
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discus!! tbese pbenomena, and combine them into a science,
we shall do so by virtue of a permanent interior nexus
between them all; we shall think of them as faculties and
capacities, the power of something to act and to suffer action.
Responsibility, merit, guilt, growth, retrogression, attention,
recollection, will all instantly and necessarily cause to appear
in our philosopby the idea of an agent whose conditions and
acts these are. Forbid us this, and our philosophy flutters
a little in a few faint definitions, and then either falls, or
surreptitiously slips its wings from their confinement, and
soars, forgetful with what it soars. So, too, we may in the
frenzy of speculation arrive with Spencer at this definition
of life: "A continuous adjustment of internal relations to
external relations," thus looking at what life does, not at;
wbat life is. But this definition will not prevent our speaking a little later of" tbe connection of cause and effect," our
"ascribing results to a play of forces," our adding" to assert
otherwise is to assert that there can be an effect without a
cause, which is to deny the persistence of force." Science is
indeed impossible without the practical recognition of the
notion of cause and eftect, involving, as it does, that of force.
Put in it~ place that of a fixed sequence, and the calculations
of mechanics would rest on a pure fiction; equally would
those of natural philosophy be resolved into mere phantoms,
shadows of the mind. Astronomy, bydraulics, optics, &CCOustics, would present no forces, and hence no opportunity for
marking the laws of their action. Tlte permanence and
transmutations of the power expressed in heat, light, ele~
tricity, chemical, mechanical action, would become a delusion.
All that would remain to science would be the statics of the
world, to mark position in space and time, and external
resemblances, while dynamics, - movements, events, and
dependences,- as implying occult and denied causes, would
be removed beyond its pale. There would be no opportunity
to distinguish between conditions and causes, between accidental accompaniments of force and its true exponents. Tbe
ouly query would be the constancy of connections, and this,
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not as indicating dependence, but as a mere statement of
facts. It is impo!l8ible at once to conceive how utterly disBOlved and lost thought would be by the practical acceptance
such an hypothesis. A. shadow Hits on the ground before
us; we may not ascribe it to the Hight of the bird in the air
above. We suffer from a sudden fa.ll; the connection is merely
one of time. We send an inTitation to our neighbor, and he
responds to it; there is, however, no connection between the
two events. The link is everywhere lost, and there is no
more intrinsic relation in one line of events than another.
Iron is not stronger than cl&y; the sensations which suggest
the metal happen to be accompanied by those which suggest
strength.
To proceed, then, in an investigation of the inductive
llCienoos while denying the validity of the notion of cause
and effect, is to substitute the tricks of a metaphysical juggler for open, sincere effort; is to affirm the value of results
reached by faculties whose exi!ltence or truthfulness has been
denied.
The nature, office, and limits of this important, regulative
idea, of which all make use, though many deny its validity,
we propose to discuss.
The nature of a cause is essentially that of force. Whenever we observe phenomena. we inevitt.bly regard them as
efreets; that is, as occasioned by sometaing unseen, unheard,
unfelt, back of them. Our idea is never Glrhausted by what
is actually lodged in the organ of sense. This is the ground
of a further and inevitable conclusion to sOJbething which has
·not itself appeared in sensation, but still Weyond and out of
the organ, has occasioned the feeling jn it. These forces,
these causes, are always present, yet always deeper, more
central, than the phenomena under which they lie. Of these
. we never have a direct knowledge. We are immediately
cognizant of etreets, not of causes. .A cause in order to be
known must aft'ect an organ, and this effect is not identical
with the cause. The sensa.tion is not the very object. of
perception, but that by which we reach an external cause
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not in itself cogpizable by sensation. Now, though the same

thing is at once cause and effect,-an effect as related to what
precedes it, a cause, as to what succeeds it-it does not thence
follow that we know it as a. cause. Suspend a series of ivory
balls in contact, and midway in tha.t series remove one, leaving a vacancy. Now let the outer one be dropped against
its fellow; in its motion we see the effects of the force of
gravitation, not the force itself. The power passing unobserved through several balls, reaches the one next the vacancy.
This swings across it, and transfers the force into the last
half of the series. The motion across the interval is an effect
iu reference to the force entering the ball, and a cause as
transmitting that force to the next ball in the series. Now
the transfer of force, that by which it is a cause, cannot be
seen, while the motion, that by which it is an effect, is visible..
Thus under all Qff'ects runs a stream of causes, &8 below the
surface of the muddy water pours on the unseen volume of
the river.
Some may claim a direct cognition of force in volition.
Weare collscious of volition, a mental act, but not of the
force let slip thereby to play on the physical mechanism
of nerves and muscles. The sensations occasioned by this
force may appear in consciousness, and we be able distinctly
to mark the series of effects which attend its progress, but
the force itself, asid, from these, its continuous results, we
know not. We may observe the path of the ·electric current
by the trail of light it leaves behind; but the very force is no
more observed than when it steals along in darkness. Indeed, we cannot always tell whether the volition, however
intense it may be, will be followed by the proposed movement.
Some paralysis may have intervened, and our effort is a mere
experiment, to see whether the hidden connection is restored.
So, too, we are conscious of tense, strained muscles in resist,.
ing pressure, but not of the opposing force, otherwise than
as drawing forth this exertion, and procuring the accompanying sensations. Indeed, volition, sensations, are the limits
of our direct knowledge; these alone enter consciousness;
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but these are not the force, but the traces and conditions of
the force. A philosophy receiving the notion of cause and
effect believes in a more hidden, central power connecting
these, and rising into consciousness only indirectly, inferentially, through them. Simple sensation is not a thing to be
understood without some force occasioning it, and pure force
is not a thing to be known, felt, save as it gives rise to a
sensation. A surface cannot exist without a body; but the
surface hides the body which gives rise to it. Effects cannot
exist without causes; but they conceal the causes they express. They are the film for the senses, for sight, touch, and
taste, left behind, or rather thrown up and out, in the flow
of the true dynamic powers of the world.
" Herein we do not recognize the correctness of those who,
'With Sir William Hamilton, claim an immediate knowledge
of matter. Indeed, few philosophers who "have recognized
intuitive ideas have put them to so little service, have so
failed to develop their office, have been so frequently embarrassed by the want of them, or resorted to such poor subterfuges to escape them, as Hamilton. He would displace this
fundamental idea of cause and effect by the weakness of the
mind, its inability to conceive a beginning or an end, and
hence its tendency always to place something before the first
and after the last thing. This very inability is itself due to
the presence of the notion under discussion, and here again
the phenomena resulting from a power are made to discredit
the power itself.
We pass the many points of controversy involved in what
has been already said, hoping best to meet them by displacement, by constructing and presenting a philosophy strong in
itself. The proof .of the validity of the original intuitive
character of this notion of cause and effect is that relied on
for this whole class of ideas, and in this case especially clear,
the instantaneous, universal, and inevitable way in which
the mind always interjects the notion as a link between
consecutive phenomena. No greater and more destructive
change could take place in all language and thought, philo-
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sopbical and oommo.u, than this of reduoing sequences to a
mere connection of time. This hidden framework of force
whioh the mind supplies, which it bides under axld in matter,
thoughts, events, is the universe as we conceive it. Without
it, all is resolved into a wreath of smoke. Even by the criterion of truth proposed by Spencer, that the judgment which
returns the most ot);en is the one most to be believed, none
can be stronger, more truthful, than this of causation. It
accompanies and interprets every event of life, every theory
of science, and gives even to fiotion its coherence. If, then,
a conclusion so oonstant and unive~ is yet without foundation, the mind in making this assertion destroys its power
of judgment, since no judgment can be more firm or constant
in the thoughts of men than the one denied. If I am not to
seek for causes, I have cut the thread of the labyrinth of
physical phenomena, and may as well go in one direction
&8 another, and whithersoever I go, I can reach no conclusion
so strong as the one my scepticism has just snapped asunder.
But if this notion is reached at all, it must be reached
directly, intuitively. This fact, those who ground knowledge
on experience seem generally to acknowledge, by so framing
their definitions of matter and mind as to escape its reoogDition.
Without dwelling longer on the source of the idea., we pr0ceed to point out what it involves, and the office it performs.
The notion of causation is briefly expressed in the. proposition, that every effect must have a cause. Herein is con-wned the assertion, that the cause is exactly commensW'&te
with the effect, for if not, some part of the effect is without
a caU\5e. The effect, that is, the entire effect, is also the
precise equivalent of the cause; were it not, some portiou
of the force would have been lost, that is, Ceased to. exist, and
that, too, without any phenomena. To assert tliat this pari
of the force ever existed would be a judgment without a
reason, a conclnsion without a premise, since we have no
phenomenQ. wbatever OD. which to base our predication. The
l!&mene88 of forces in their results, that each cause must
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in each of several cases be followed by like results, that
is, the general unifonnity of nature, is also deducible from
the above 8ta~nt of CIlousation. Jf the same cause is
followed by different results in different cases, this change of
eft'eets would be without a cause, and the original idea therein
violated. Diversity of results bnplies divendty of causes, and
we do not tLnticipate change, therefore, except as we see
reasons for change ill _ change of causes. 'l'he perDllUumce
of foroos would also ~ to be involved in this first axiom of
the mind, since the entire force passes without
or loss
into the effect. How far the flow can be reversed, and
under what cUeumstances the force expressed in the effect
can return and be r&-expressed in the cause, ~ a matter of
experience, and not of a priori judgment; exactly as what
the given effects of .,oy cause shall be is l~arned by observ.
tion, and not by any intuitive knowledge of the force concerned. This is not directly cognized in its existence or in
any of its tranaitiona; it itself is a.lways a matter ofinference,
and is only known through its effects. The initial sta.rtingpoints of all things are invisible IU)d intangible, reached by
the :pUnd, and not by the senses. The very first phenomena,
those with which our senses begin, come to us as & result, a
consequent and not an IUltecedent, an illdex of som.ething
deeper than themselvQS.
We now turn to the office of this regulative idea, and
begin rih its chief field, the external, physical world. It is
by it that we arrive at matter. All .the ~uity of HamUton fails to show that we know matte~; indeed, the doctrine
.involves hi.m in contradictions and illextrice.ble confusion.
The sen~tj.on d~ not go beyo~d itself, it. own content, the
eifect on its own reoeptiV& suna.ce. N ~ing ooul<J be well
:qlOfe unintelligible and ~QOJjleeiv~ble th&D. to suppose this,
88 has gen~ly been fult. Nodling but a ~sif6 to eMa.blish
the existence of ~tWr in colm~ijon with a fa.U1ll'e ~ ~
ni.ze those ideas on which the proof res1i, fi8l' led io the
uaertion of _ direct perceptJ.on of ~tt6f- .. ~,~ statement that is virtually ta.kon back bv other doctrines of those
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who soom to hold it. A simple sensation is the merest sta~
jng-point of knowledge. It exists in very low, if not the
lowest, forms of animal life. To transform tl1e8e sensations
into jud~ents is quite a different thing from experiencing
them. A judgment must have two members, and both of
them cannot be sensations. Two sensations cannot of themselves coalesce in a judgment. Judging is a deeper, more
interior, more intellectual act than simple feeling, belonging
to a clam as well as to man. Something must be affirmed
of the sensations, some dependence or relation between them,
and this something does not come from the sensations, but is
brought to them from the mind. A single sensation gives
an occasion to rational powers for judgment; first, that it
itself is; second, that the person experiencing it is; third,
that the object occasioning it is. In forming these propositions, the mind brings forward two regulative ideas, that of
existence, and that of cause and effect. Without these
notions the conclusions cannot be reached; with them they
must be reached. The existence, then, of matter as an
external cause of sensations, is a simple, direct, inevitable
inference, which the mind makes in virtue of its own comprehending, rationalizing power. It thus ceases to move
blindly, instinctively, under sensations as simple effects on
itself, but takes up into the light of a reasoning mind the
notion of things and of their relations.
The only difference, then, between sensations and peree~
tions is, that the last are crowded with judgments, while the
first are naked phenomena. Nor ought it to surprise us that
the first and simplest sensation instantly weds itself to an
inference, when our later sensations, like those of sight, are
fall of instantaneous and unconscious judgments, by which
the sile, form, and position of surrounding objects are explained to us. If we can at once convert a plain surface,
like that of an engraving, into all the innumerable and complex relations of a landscape, and yet not be aware of the
process, much more may we enclose in the sense of touch,
the simple judgment of an external cause, and still overlook
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the mind's action therein. On this instant, inevitable inference we believe the proof of the existence of maUer to rest,
and to rest &8 BeCurely &8 if the eye saw it, or the ear heard
it, or the hand felt it. Sensation is but the testimony of a
faculty, and this unequivocal, constant, rei~ied assertion
of the mind itself is nothing less.
One of the distinctions of the qualities of matter much
insisted 00, and made by Hamilton to a.sswne new impo~
tance, is that between primary and 1I8OO0dary qualities. The
6rst are those without which matter cannot exist; the second,
its variable attributes. Hamilton also adds, &8 another distinction, that the firet are objects of sensation, the second of
perception. H we apply &8 above the notion of cause and
effect, this seoond distinction at once dieappeara, since all
attributes or forces of matter are objects of inference, that
is, of perception. We believe, also, that there is no ground
for the firet distinction. The. qualities usually given u
primary; are extension and solidity. Now extension in the
abstract does not belong to matter. If it is regarded at all
as a quality of matter, it can only be so in some specific, ev~
varying, concrete form. Exiension &8 a quality of a rock
before me is not the same &8 that which belongs to the
fragment in my hand. Extension in the abstract is not &
quality of anything; for an abstract quality, that it may be
abstract, is distinguished from every special manifestation of
it. The ball h&8 a certain extension, and certainly no other
extension as a quality can be affirmed of it. But this extension which belongs to it cannot, if we accept it &8 a quality,
meet the criterion of primary qualities, that they are Dec.
eary to the very existence of matter. The ball uQght be
larger or smaller and still retain its being. But we think
that uee of language bad and deceptive· which speaks of
extension as an attribute of matter. It is no more so than
time. Why do we not enumerate duration as well as extenmon among primary qualities, since some portion of time,
equally with some part of space, is a condition ef the
existence of anything t TIlo relation which doration and
Vor..XXIV. No. M.
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extensIon actually sustain to matter is that of conditions of
its existence, not qualities. The qualities of matter, wm.
ever in any given case they may be - and no one collection
or bundle of them is necell8&r1 as opposed to any other collection or buniQ.e, - require as the antecedent condition of
their manifestation both space and time. The actual paris
of these in any given case occupied are the extension and
dura.tion of the thing considered - relations incident to the
manifestation of its qualities, but not the very qualities
themselves, nor any portion of them. Eighty cubical inches
are not an attribute of the book before me, but extension to
that degree is a condition of the manifestation of its attributes, precisely as fifty or one hundred years duration, more
or less, are also a condition. The regulative idea of space is
disguised under the term "extension," and then referred as a
quality to matter, whereas extension, a portion of space,
cannot be understood without a prior notion of space, and
·this constitutes a general condition for all existence.
.
We will simply add in passing, to prevent confusion, that it
has recently been asserted in an able Article in the North
American Review that we cannot speak of a portion of space.
This we 8Uppose to be true, only &8 we unite another idea with
that of space, namely, that of the infinite. We cannot with
propriety talk of a part of i.nfi.nite space, since a part implies
a measured whole, and a whole contradiots the idea of the
infinite. This fact, however, does bot prevent our employing, with significance and propriety, the term " extension,"
meaning thereby an area of two or three dimensions in
.space. Oontradiction and confusioD creep into language
only when 8Uch an area is spoken of &8 a pari of space in
8Uch a way &8 to involve the inference of a limited whole.
Passing to the second primary quality of matter, solidity,
we find it open to much the same kind of criticiam. The
·solidity of steel and air are very different; there is a force
of resiatance, but a very diverse force, in each. The preoise
.pawer of steel is the quality of steel, and this in kind is not
.NI(IIiait.e to the ezmence or·matter, but only to ~t paniau.-
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Jar fOrm of matter known as steel. The abstract quality
aolidity, and supposed to be ever necessary for
matter, is in faet found in no one thing, but only some
meuure of force, some degree of resistance, not necessary to
an things, but peculiar to the thing considered. Here,
again, a regulative idea bas been tumed from its precise
office, and been attributed to matter. The idea of a cause
and of a force are the same. We know both and either
only 88 the active agent of changes, of effects. But the
notion of a resisting force is that of solidity. We attribute
solidity to matter, only because it develops under pressU'l'e
the power or force of resistance. We must remember that
solidity as a primary quality of matter is an ambiguous word,
that it is not opposed to fiuidity, but to what may be called
compressibility. .A. body when confined that it may be a
body, must show some measure of incompressibility. The
piston must not sink in the cylinder containing it without
resistance. Now this force of resistance, some measure or
which must belong to all matter, that it may show itself as
matter, is an inference under the idea of causation, is supplied
by the mind as the source or oause of those permanent phenomena which. belong to matter. It is not, therefore, so
much a quality of matter - one among the many eft8cta
produced by matter, and lodged as sensations in some of our
various organs-as it is matter itself, inferred from the qualities we have observed. We give more prominence to this
nolioo of resistance because it responds to our last and most
scrutinizing search after the subtiler forms of matter. We
may infer a force equally from sight, hearing, smell, taste,
but these being intermittent phenomena, depending on the
presence of certain conditions, do not serve as final tests of
the presence of matter. The force of resistance, however,
we should remember, is not a· matter of sensation, nor frequently even direetly inferable from sensation. Solidity, &8
opposed to perfect fluidity, we test at once .by the muscuJar
118D88, but the gases o8.8r no resiltaBce till closely imprisoned,
and thea not to the hud, ezoept through & alidblg-plate or
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piSton-head. Their resistance, then, is most manifestly in'ferred through a series of phenomena in which sight and
muscular effort take part, and many judgments are involved.
It is plainly absurd, then, in this case to say with Hamilton,
that primary qualities are directly known by'sensation.
The true statement we deem to be this: that under
the notion of cause and effect, the OOndition of matter is a
force, and the conditions of a force are space and time. Dr.
Hickok's definition of matter, that it is a sPaoo-filling foree,
'arises under a rigorous' and comct use of regulative ideas.
'4s the notion of causation leads us to the idea of matter, it
would seem alone capable of guiding us to a conception Of
its nature. All that we know of it in itself is, that it is the
source of our sensations; and as these imply'the action of
force or forces upon us, that matter'is the permanent centre
'or source of these forces. We are herein guided to a notion
of matter which makes it active rather than passive, a perPetual exertion of power. As in the explanation of mental
. action, we have been misled by the analogies of matter, ~ in
this instance our conception of physical existence has been
unfavorably affected by our knowledge of mental states. In
. these, as far as the will and the mental, muscular action
'consequent thereon are concerned, there is a series of acti1'e
and passive states. Repose, a relatively passive condition,
seems to be that into which our activities are constantly
lapsing, conStantly returning. It is to this condition of ~
•
revealed in consciousness, that we are disposed to resemble
the states of matter; and its mere existence therefore does
. not 'impress us with a sense of power: A steam-engine in
full operation, strained to its utmost limit, the steam hisSing
with serpent tongue from everY crevice, gives an impression
of great forces, yet these forees were just as truly in the iron
and the b1'8.88, just as active there before they were subjected
to this strain as after. Matter presents the equilibrium of
intense action; it is the interlock of tremendous powers, and
a conception of causes, amved at legitimately in sole and
lingle view of the eflbcts which' express them, would lead us
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to ooooeive maUer 8S a permanent putting forth of unmeasurable power. We need force, great force, and nothing but
foroe, to explain the phenomena of the external world, its
gravitation, cohesion, chemical affinities, thermal effects.
Whatever· other conception we strive to form of matter, we
must from it develop these forces, and find no use for anything beyond them. Hence the necessary, and no more than
necessary, notion of matter, is that of force or forces in the
constant creation of its phenomena.
We have dwelt on this idea of matter as developed by
causation, because it has important bearings on philosophical
problems. Martineau, one of the ablest of the intuitive
school, suggests that matter in its primary qualities may be
ete.rnal, and that the wiadom,.and government of God are
mown in its secondary qualities, and in its arrangements.
We remember also, that from Plato down, the eternity of
matter has often seemed an admissible colloession. Under
the notion of causation we believe it to be' wholly and
absolutely inadmissible, and that such a surrender would
ultimately bring with it the entire independence and selfexistence of the physical universe. How the primary qualities of matter, so-ealled, can exist without the secondary, is
cmtain1y a mystery; and if we accept what has been said
above, that primary qualities merely mark the general conditions of every form of actual matter, that they should so
exist we shall regard an impossibility. We must have
concrete, actual matter or nothing, and whatever the form
of this matter - solid, liquid, gaseous, or more elementary
tiban anything yet known -it must still posS8IIs forces, and
these must have. their laws, and therein the seed-germ of the
universe may be found independently of God. Mattel' can
mean nothing without the qualities of matter, and these
qualities are the exp;ression of forces, and these f01"088, as
now looked in the various kinds of matter, are able under
their own laws to initiate a universe. If, therefore, matter
itself does not require a God, what in the physical creation
does require him? Must we be left to the establishment of
special providences in order to prove the being of a God?
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We need to rid the mi.t.td of two notions restmg on ap.alogies
taken from our own action; that matter is passive, inert,
able of itself to be and be forever, - something requiring no
explanation; and that God needs something to work with, to
'Work on, and that matter, therefore, is a necessary condition
of his activity. If matter does involve an instant and constant expenditure of power, then, above all things, it demanda
an explanation and source - some being on whom the force
can rest back, by whom it can be renewed. If matter in ita
qualities, forces, involves order, - measured, systematic, related action; if it holds inlooked a physical universe, then,
does this thought, this wisdom, uttered in and through matter
itself, springing from it centrally, rather than laid upon it
outwardly, require explanation, and bear back the mind to a
personal, intelligent being, the seat of this reason, the source
of the wise way in whioh these forces are matched one aga.insl
another, are bound one with another.
Equally also do we need to correct the second anthropomorphitic notion, that God requires something on which to
work. This something must have forces, or it would be
nothing, and these forces must have a law of action, steady
existence, or it would be worse than nothing; and yet so
existing and present to the creatil'e hand, it could only be
acted on externally, mechanically, &8 man builds a house of
stone. If any new forces are to be added to this crude,
original matter, the same power that could do this could have
made them all. Thus we are forced to the conclusion, either
that this universe whose life, whose laws are in itselC, exists
aside from God, - unless we except some external shaping
which we nowhere find, and nowhere see to' be necessary,that it exists solely through and by God, his wisdom and
power and providence interior to it. We cannot combine
the two conceptions. The power by which he does a part
enables him to do the whole, and compels us to assign the
whole to him. A right conception of matter, resting on the
notion of causation, we believe most necessary to the argument for the being of God.
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Th8l'8 are also theories of life as wellu cosmical theories
whose fallacies are best seen in conneotion with causation.
We know causes only through effeots; new effects, therefore, demand new, or at least modified causes, that is causes
into which some new element enters. To ascribe new effects
to old C&U888 is unphilO8Ophical, since such a reference leaves
a portion of the phenomena unexpilloined, and just tbat portion which is of peculiar interest. The cohesive and crystalline, chemical and vital forces, are not identical, since their
phenomena are not so, and there is no adyance of.lmowledge
in assigning the higher results to the lower cause, unle88
1ibat new element or new condition of its action be pointed
Qut, or at the least be fully admitted. Those generalizations
which strive to pack and crowd phenomena into receptacles
too small for them, to refer them to sources whiCh hitherto
and elsewhere exhibit no such results, retard rather than aid
science. Doubtless chemical affinity has much to do with
vital action, but it is not life, and cannot be made to cover
its
At all events, till this is done, and chemical action
is shown to be equivalent to vitaJ action, a tacit denial of the
latter in favor of the former is an ungrounded and delusiye
pneralization. The newness in the effeots demands, evinces,
a like newness in the Cal\ses.
The theories of progressive development would signally
fail of some of the purposes for which they are sought and
used, if the notion of causation was held in rigid consistency.
Spontaneous generation, so-called, if established, would either
become a miracle, a case of present creation, or we should
be forced to the less easy and natural conclusion, that certain
elements of matter held in their original constitution a germ
of life. If th8l'8 appear in these sealed jars, from which all
spores have been excluded, infusoria, this is an effect which
must have a cause. It will not do by the term" spontaneous"
to evade the task of assigning their cause. If there is here
Ul uncaused event, the ~d of science is cut, and ma.1
pull out through the whole fabric into whioh it has been so
carefully woven by previous investigation. If, as the result
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of research, we are at length to arrive at no cause, we might
as well have started with no cause, and dismissed inquiry at
the outset. We have climbed all the way by these rounds
of causation, and now, if the ladder stops in mid-air, we are
nowhere, and have OUI' labor for our pains. Or, rather, as
that on which we stand is no better than the thin air we
grasp at, we ought to fall at once to the ground, and, bruised
and confounded, deny the existence of science.
Which, then, of these two alternatives would science accept,
if so-called spontaneous generation were established; instant
creation, or the putting forth of a new force, lodged and
latent from the beginning in matter? A. new effect is here,
and must have .. new cause. We may refer it either to the
immediate. agency of God, or to his earlier agency; but to
this, sooner or later, it must be traced. Those who wish
him at the farthest remOV4), may inject all his works- bodily
between us and himsel£ To those who love his presence, it
is as optional, as philosophically open, to refer the phenomena
to his present agency.
Thus also is it with the later steps of a development theory
When a new effect is reached, this is to be explained, and
must be explained, by immediate intervention, or by a final
reference of the entire; completed results &8 potentially contained, to the very first of the series of causes. A. change of
external conditions cannot produce new forms of life, except
&8 the plastic power, life, is such a. cause in its first ordinatiOll
and nature as to be able to concur with the appropriate circumstances in securing all those marvellous results about us.
If this theory is thought the simpler and better-that every
form of life was contained in the very first germ of life, perfectly enwrapped as in an adequate, an ample cause, a true
cause,-very well. The marvel of God's workmansllip is not
made the less thereby. But do not let us thiuk this, that we
can cut away causes by small whittlings, and at length reach
little or nothing as the source of all things. Possibly, we
believe not, the organic universe admits of such compression
that it can ultimately be squeezed into a Cell-germ, but bar-
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yond this we caanot go. We cannot press it out of existence
without destroying all our pre'rious work. This germ must
be, and must remain pregnant with the organic kingdoms, or
the notion of causation is denied. "'!"e might as well strive
to crowd matter by an hydraulic pre!!!! into nonentity, as
push causation' out at the back door of. the universe. If the
thiBg pressed comes to nothing, the press itself must keep it
company.
Nor can we any more destroy the plan of the universe, the
idea of design in it, by the use of such phrases as "natural
selection." We may adopt one or '&Dother explanation of
die forces and order of the universe; these forces and that
order are not annihilated by the theory, and must !!tiU be
referred to adequate and appropriate causes. If we accept
the cumbersome notion of progress- that each form of life
varies at random, and that consequent varieties are saved
and propagated according to their adaptations to the world,
their intrinsic power of life under the circumstances, we have
yet those chance varieties to account for, and also those circumstances which select the best. These are no more causeless than is the sieve which divides the chaff and the grain.
The only difference between this and other theories lies in
the directness of the processes involved, their probability and
proof. The wisdom and causation are in the universe, and
must be a.ceounted for. One farmer fans his wheat in a mill,
another may shake it in a pan, or pour it in water that the
husks may rise, or drop it in the wind that they may be
driven away; we may call the latter processes "natural
selection" if we will, but they include design nevertheless.
The more obviously would this be true, if the difference of
weight, the water, and the wind were ordained by man.
These remote, secondary cltuses are subjected to a very
heavy strain; cells, microscopic and indistinguishable, are
made to develop, in a few months, forms of life most diverse
and complicated - DWl tn one direction, the fowl, the fish, or
the quadruped in another. With what mighty energies are
theee mere specka of macter charged t What complicated
VOL. XXIV. No. M.
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parts they are to unfold! What new

fOrDll 01 action to
assume in different portions and stages of the process 1 A.
theory which finds, locked in this infinitessimal cell the whole
man, his systems, organs, functions, nay more, perchance, a
race, a nation, the inhabitants of a globe, that shall, in ~
cessive generations leap from this microcosm, carries to my
mind great weight, yet does not, cannot, escape the neceaaity
of complete, adequate causation. We would tather look on
life as a subtile, invisible force, moulding the plastic material
subject to it, but neither fully contained in or expressed by
any or all of that material. It does not 80 well agree with
our notion of causation that the acorn before us may produce
a thousand bushels of acorns, each as complete, as powerful,
as itself; that a thousand years from now its energies, its
mechanical operations, expanded in vast forests, may be
expressed in figures altogether beyond our apprehension.
Think as we will about this, causation remains, and all
effects are to be traced to their appropriate sources.
We. now pass to the connection of causation with liberty.
Liberty is approached long before it is reached. Causative
force is communicated through a nervous system, though
this is ultimately to be the instrument of vOlition. Simple,
reflex action, by which a sensation reaches a nervous C8IlVe
and returns as movemont, is as strictly in the line of cauae
and effect as a telegraphic communication. Nor does the
process seem to be modified in character when these ganglions, gathered into one and furnished with many and perfect
senses, secure the connection by a conscious recognition
objects of desire. The rush of the animal towards its food is
occasioned by subtiler causes, but as truly caused as when he
is pushed from it again by a stronger brute. ImpressiODB
which pass into consciou8DeBS", but execu.te themselves without the mediation of true volition, are no more free than the
involuntary start or closing of the eye in presence of ins&ant
danger. Choice arrests sensationl in consciousness, outs
them from their appropriate effects, and then takes up their
line of action, or substitutes for it another, or withholds i18

or
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iastramenta from all e8brt. There is in a choice an acting
from within on tbe nervous centre and system, "and therein a
true origination or movemen~. The causal chain starts with
volition, and is arrested in its backward stretch by it. Sensations, feelings, are occasions, not causes of choice.
H it shall be shown that each thought, resolve, effort,
libera&es by destruction of nervous tissue just as much force
18 is used by it, nevertheless, the power to liberate and direct
force remains with the will. The manufacturer dips his
wheel into the stream, and thus gets force, but he employs
tha~ force for what purpose he chooses. The will plays upon
the forces subject to it, but in the ways and for the ends it
pleases. There is here no measurement of causes by effects.
The volition does not, even for that time, measure or express
the power lodged in the will. This might have issued in
~er directions, or more strongly in this direction. The
1rill is not a cause receiving 80 much power and transmitting
" as much, but an independent source of movement, measured
by the e8ects neither in the kind or degree of its force.
One other relation of this regulative idea is to God. The
argument for a first cause is the one chiefly relied on to
prove the divine existence. We believe this proof sound in
substance, though not in form. To reach the divine architect
we Deed other regulative ideas than that of causation. By
tbis we can merely travel up and down in the world, not
transcend it. When we weary of this, when the mind puts
to itself the comprehensive inquiry, whence this universe as
a whole, the idea of liberty and of the infinite come forward
to make answer. Causation finds arrest in liberty, and a
final arrest in an infinite spiritual personality. This Diotion,
brought to the universe itself, gives the same complete explanation that a single cause does to a single effect. It is
this idea that is intended by the language, a first-cause, and
iherefore, in substance; the proof is sound. In form it is
i8lae, since a true first-oause cannot be developed out of the
idea of ca118&tion, and close analysis, therefore, will reveal
&he fallacies and inadequscy of the argument. Causation is
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the regulative idea of pbysical science, but 'C&IlIlot traD80end
the world, or float itself in the upper atmosphere of our
spiritual lite. Here liberty holds sway, and thence lets chop
its edicts on the forces beneath.
The creation of God is &8 diversified &8 the rational 6J.cul..
ties tha.t are to find play therein. The short, .close, interlocked steps of reasoning are provided for. The e&rtB is
given us on which we may walk; that rings, it we strike it
not too thoughtfully, solid beneath our feet; whose paths
we can trace and retrace at our pleasure; that imparts
through our senses an impression of actuality and debili~
which it is dUlicult to attach to the unseen. Here that which
is most fixed, slow, and creeping in our endowments is cJiaoi.
plined. Causation, issuing from exact, immediate premises
into exact, immediate conclusions, becomes the field of faoul·
ties which with microscopic observation push a slow, labori·
ous, yet triumphant, way tbrough the world. But the power
to walk does not preclude the power to fly. Intuition and
faith have also their element. They can strike an atmosphere
felt, yet unseen. Freer connections, conclusions less closely
girded in the premises, a spiritual life of more liberal poasibilities, are open to them, escaping the steady, succeesiTe
foot-falls in the sequence of purely physical events. God
forbid that in our admiration of the certainty and success of
lower faculties we should overlook or despise higher on8l,
not less just, though more rapid and grand in their move.
ments.
The physical universe is a third thing between us and God,
not, indeed, closing the direct path to himself, but lyiDg to
one side, as a common field in which we' and he 'Work to~ther. Fixed caU8&tion enables us to do this, to calculate
effects and graduate causes. Without this medium, any
permanent communion and partnership with God would
seem impossible. The finite, fixed, -definite, are the condi·
tions of our labor, and God here furnishes them. Relax the
law of caU8&tion, and confusion, irresolution, unreliability
enter. Make it more severe and extended, and opportunity,
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responsibility, virtlle, are proportionately lost. Make the
dependence ot effects on causes fixed and permanent, and
faith, prayer, perish. God gives us what we must do, and
yet leaves us what we may ask. He sends us into his field, .
but closes not his ear to the exigencies that arise there,
stem exigencies that must be met OIl both. sides with causation and liberty, with work and prayer, with forethought and
fiith.
Those who hwnble ~em88lves to the world, measure
themselves by it, suter its forces to run through them, and
flood their nobler nature, do, indeed, lose the power to tread
die spiritual path to God, lose the ideas requisite for a true
apprehension of him; but these forgotten keys are not the
less in their bosom, though matter shut them round like
dungeon walls. With a little penetration they may reach a
stream of forces subtiler than the effects they float; they may
find these arrested, turned, impelled, by divine law; above
all, they may experience that great need and yearning of
their spirits for something stronger, higher, holier, than themselves, pushing them to the last interrogatory: Whence and
",·hy all this? But for one who uses the world as not abusing
it, who is not smothered by it, who does not suffer its damps
to extinguish the clear light within him, no nobler, morc
heroic discipline and growth can be conceived, than it affords.
Rigor and clemency, diacouragement and hope, defeat and
Yietory, the na.tural and supematural,-an upward way passing more and more into light and life, make it the fitting
passage from sin to holine88, a seemly probation for one who
is to win and establish a spiritual manhood, a manhood
equally ot faith as of action.
Wisdom is justified ot her children.
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